DAVIDESIGNED Celebrates the 2009 Emmy
Awards with ‘Gifting’
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif., Sept. 14 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — DAVIDESIGNED, Couture
Designer, has decided to join in on the Emmy® Awards festivities by offering
up some “gifting” himself! In celebration of their talents and the awards in
recognition of them, David is offering an outfit to each of the following
Emmy category award winners (sorry, ladies only):
Outstanding lead actress in a comedy series.
Outstanding lead actress in a drama series.
Outstanding lead actress in a mini-series or a movie.
Outstanding supporting actress in a comedy series.
Outstanding supporting actress in a drama series.
Outstanding supporting actress in a mini-series or a movie.
Each recipient of the above awards will be eligible to contact David to make
arrangements to be fitted for a design of their choice; selections will be
made from his current inventory of “Look Book” fashions and will be custom
fitted to their personal dimensions as couture design dictates – the hallmark
of DAVIDESIGNED’s Exclusive Prive’ service.
After all, it is only right that the latest award recipients should celebrate
their newest trophy win with a new outfit; and what better way to do it than
with couture? Each award winner should call David directly at the phone
number listed below, or contact him by sending a message through his Web
site, also listed below and highlighted as a hyperlink. This offer is to
remain active and available for three (3) months beyond the evening of the
2009 Emmy Awards of September 20, 2009, so qualified awards winners should
not delay in claiming their gift!
DAVIDESIGNED is a one man show: as a couture designer, he works almost
completely by himself; David hand-selects fabrics, accessories and notions,
designs and makes his own patterns, and handcrafts every creation. He excels
at one-on-one exclusive designing and fitting, and utilizes ages old,
established techniques to assure impeccable quality in construction and
design implementation. He has created single fashion designs for clients, as
well as wardrobes to accommodate the need to mix-and-match and accessorize
appropriately.
“Youth has never looked so sophisticated, age never so young and ebullient,”
says David Van Akin.
Designs featured herein have been made for purposes of Web site look-books,
inventory samples, and runway shows; all designs are custom made to the
client’s, and of course, David’s, specifications. Every effort will be made
to accommodate the client, should a suitable design choice not arise from the
current inventory with regard to color, size, and design.

DAVIDESIGNED’s list of loyal clientele proves the allure and timelessness of
his work, which includes celebrities and discerning women of culture. His
“one on one” couture approach prevails. He personally selects the fabric and
all other materials for the garment, and actually handcrafts the total
product. What he envisions is a select clientele who are totally on board
with this “exclusivity.”
Available by appointment only, and may be reached at (310) 275-9353, or the
company Web site: www.davidesigned.com.
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